We survey the definition and fundamental properties of the family of short core models, which extend the core modei K of Dodd and Jensen to include a-sequences of measurable cardis& (arE On). The theory is applied to various combiiatorial principles to get lower bounds for their consistency streng*ti in terms of the existence of sequences of measurable cardinals. We consider instances of Chang's conjecture, 'accessible' J&son cardinals, the free subset property for small cardinals, a canonixation property of o,, and a non-closure property of elementary embeddings of the universe. In some cases, equiconsistencies are obtained. In my doctoral dissertation [9] I studied the family of short core models which, roughly speaking, approximate inner models with (Y measurable cardinals for some ordinal 1~. The covering and condensation properties of short core models were applied to obtain information on the consistency strengths of certain instances of Chang's conjecture, the Mnsson property and the free subset property. The family of short core models which forms just a small subfamily of the general core models for sequences of measures as studied by Mitchell [13,14] was chosen for several reasons: Since in these models every ordinal carries at most one measure the generalized fine structure theory of Dodd [4] can be
and that Q! < min dam(F). Since (* ) is a n,-condition there will be a @ E On such that:
$[F] V'F is a sequence of measures", but

J"+l[F] V'F is not a sequence of measures".
In Jp+IIF] there is a K E dam(F) and a c c K which codes a counterexample to F(K) being a normal measure on K (c could be a non-measured subset of K, or it could code a regressive function which is not constant almost everywhere). In some weak ense, c has to be definable over M: = $[F] (using F), but to avoid tie-structural arguments we assume here that c is C, over M. We shall locate c within a naturally defined constructible model.
Let u:= F 1~. A U-mouse is a structure N =J,[G, u] such that: (i) N k "G is a sequence of measures on ordinals > (ii) opt dom( U U G) s min dom( u) if dom( U) # 0 and otp(dom(G) n 11) C min dam(G) for all q c oy if dam(U) = 0. (iii) N is iterable by the measures in G in terms of iterated ultrapowers. (it) is us&l f6r constructing a good sequence F by recursion on dam(F).
We shall now briefly describe a strategy to show that a strong combinatorial prin6pk P implies the existence of an inner model with (Y measurable cardinals. If it is possl'bie to apply (tt) ar times we are done of course. Othenvise, application of (w) leads to a marimal core model Ki[Ul where the measure sequence U cannot be properly end-extended. Every x E K[U] is in the low part of some U-mouse M, the low part ax&sting exactly of those elements of M which are not altered by iterations. N may be iterated up to a U-mouse A#* =J&, v] where C is a sequence of closed unbounded filters on regular card&k So any set x E K[Ul and indeed any subset of K[Uj may be considered within some M* with a rather simple filter sequence. It then becomes conceivable that K[Ul is an L-like inner model.
The maximality of K(q implies that K[q 'covers' the universe to a degree, which imposes traces of amstructibility upon the set-theoretical universe. If our principle P now is sticiently 'non-constructible' this leads to a contradiction, and the definition of filters according to (tt) must be possible LY times as required.
This vague plan will be realized in various ways in the second half of this paper. There is at most one ultrapower of M at K and if it exists it can be obtained by the usual factoring of ("M) n M modulo F(K). M' will be a premouse over D again, and so the operation may be iterated: The set On c o defined by Solovay [19] can be viewed as the smallest mouse transcending all the J,, Q! E On (the existence of On is equivalent to the existence of au iterable premouse J,+, [ U] b "U is a measure on K"). Likewise, one can define a real number o'"a c o coding the smallest iterable premouse over 8 which is not short. Analogous to the Jensen [3] covering theorem for L which holds under the assumption "On does not exist", we will obtain a covering result assuming that r'O'ong does not exist". This is no restriction for the intended applications as demonstrated by Theorem 2.14. There is no need here to exhibit O'O* explicitely and we define: 2.l3. Definition. "O1ong exists" means that there is an iterable premouse over 8 which is not short. '*dong" stands for YI""@ does not exist". properties of short core models we have proved need the assumption not exist"; this condition will be included as (e'@) in the statement 
We work with the relativized J-hierarchy &[A], Q! E On, where the A are used as predicates in the recursive definition of the hierarchy. &[A] will denote the set
(i) U / y is strong. (ii) K[U 1 y] c K[U], indeed K[U 1 y] = (K[O ry])K'U1 where 6 = U n K[Uj. (W P(Y) f-l WJ 1 Yl = P(Y) n WI-
'pheorera (e).
Let (U# I/3 < q) be a +ascending chain of strong sets. l%en U {U@ 1 j3 C q} is strong. The following results show that under Id**g the family of short core models is generated from a unqiue canonkul core model by iterated ultrapowers. Iterated ultrapowers of inner models are very similar to iterated ultrapowers of premice (2.3).
3.14. Theorem (ld"p). Let To obtain covering properties close to the measure sequence we have to extend [U-l by a P&y system (note that the universe could be a Prikry extension of some core model).
some applic~ns of &opt wm moQels (2) X n p+ is transitive. 
Proof. K[D]
b "0 is a sequence of measures", since K,@] c Q and Q t= "0 is a sequence of measures". q l (7) dom(o 1 cu) = dom(U 1 cu), and so by 3.14, 0 1 cy = U 1 a. By (4) there is no end-extension of U 1 a! with new measurables below $ = /3, and so 0 = 0 1 Q! = U l/3. (6) and SO--LUG absoluteness considerations imply: (1) [a, a') n X = 0.
(2) a' is regular in V, a* 3 ml.
Pro& If cof(a') < a, there is a sequence in X converging to a', contradicting (1). If a s cof(a') < a', then cof(a') E X which again contradicts (1). O(2) (3) sup dom(U 1 a') < a and dom(U r a*) = dom(e 1 a).
z:= {/3<A]EWj3 is a cardinal"} is a closed set of ordinals of ordertype GE < A. Choose a regular cardinal p such that o2, a, f < p s A. Set p' : = x(p). Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 yield a family of equiconsistency results of which we present just one typical example: 5.7. Theorem. The theories "ZFC + there is a J&tsson cardinal of cofinality o1" and TZFC + there are o1 measurable cardinak" are equiconsistent.
6. Free snbts 6.1. Debition. A subset X of a structure S is fkee in S if Vx E Xx $ S[X\ {x}]; here S[yI denotes the substructure of S generated from Y by the functions and constants of S. For cardinals K, A, p let Fr& A) be the assertion: Every structure S with K c S whose type has cardinal@ Gp possesses a free subset Xc K of cardinal@ ail.
Fr&, A) stands for: VP C K Fr,,(rc, A). (i) Kisaiimitcordina.
(ii) F~&K, A).
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